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Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
We're just about ready, Miss Amanda . . .   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Excellent, me too!   

  

Comment:   
If Mrs. M is going to do "roll call" -- count me "present" !!! LOL   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
I see we have more than 700 people here and ready for class ... that's good. Everyone put on your 

thinking caps, because I know the students have questions for you guys too !!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Okay, CN, raise your hand if you're present and ready for class! LOL   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
First, everyone here has noticed your new avatar - who is it?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Ah, this is one of our newest patients -- I just published a story about him this morning, sorry 

you guys didn't get a chance to review it first! This is a Bog Turtle that was attacked by a 

dog -- and we're very excited because Bog Turtles are endangered in Virginia.   
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Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Now, questions about Gus: has he lost any weight or is he still a "perch potato" (that was 

Orlando and Ivan's term)   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Ha! Gus has lost a little bit of weight – it’s been a gradual process, which I guess is good overall 

– don’t want to lose too much too fast! But he still has more weight to lose!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Has he gone on any more 'field trips' or been on t.v. lately? We know that he probably hatched in 

March, so did he get anything special for his hatchday?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Gus has been a traveling bird lately as the program schedule has picked up – he went with Davis 

this past weekend to a public program in nearby Charlottesville – it was a book festival! 

AND … you guys will probably be VERY excited to hear that Gus will be making 

another television appearance on Thursday – on our monthly segment on WHSV (you 

can watch on www.whsv.com and as usual, the host will post a video later.)   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
And nope, nothing special for the hatch-day -- has to stick to that diet! Perhaps we can celebrate 

his hatch-day (which we don't really know the exact date of) on Thursday!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
And for some memory testing - has the barred owl patient found a new home yet, or will he be 

Gus' new roommate?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
You guys do remember everything! We're still looking for placement for that bird -- but should 

be able to find a good place! At this point, we do have a lot of education owls, and Darcie 

and Davis have a lot on their hands with training some of our current birds.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Ivan is curious about Papa G'ho - how is he and how old will he get? Also, has he had any babies 

to raise yet?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
We're not sure how old Papa is -- he's been with us for a little more than 10 years and came in as 

an adult. So he could be as young as 11 ... or more than 30 (okay, he's probably not that 

old). But Great Horned Owls are pretty long-lived, and in captivity, may reach more than 

30 years of age!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
And no babies yet -- he's had an easy spring, so far. But we could still definitely get some in ...   
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Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
We read the updates on the bluebird, toad, and the black bear, so we have questions about them.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Great! You guys have been keeping up with "what's new".   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Do bluebirds eat other things besides earthworms, mealworms, and superworms? Where do 

bluebirds normally live? (Desiree and Asia)   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
They do eat things other than those types of worms -- but they do eat a lot of insects in the wild! 

In the wild, typically about 65% of their diet is made up of insects -- grasshoppers, 

crickets, moths, beetles, and butterflies. They do eat fruit too. Bluebirds can spot insects 

to eat from about 65 feet away -- and then drop to the ground from their perch to catch 

the insect.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Bluebirds are mostly in the eastern half of the U.S. -- though from the range map on the Birds of 

North America online, it looks like there is a year-round population of bluebirds that live 

in Mexico and extend up to a small southern portion of Arizona!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Why did you bring him in a night? (Marisol) How does he like the new aviary? Do you still 

bring him in at night?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Bringing him in at night is how we acclimate birds -- rather than going from our nice, warm 

building straight to the outdoors all at once -- we will put them outside for the day, but 

bring them in at night. We'll usually do this for about three days. It's just a gradual 

process to get them used to the outdoors. Of course, this bluebird spent some extra time 

acclimating, since the aviary wasn't quite ready yet!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
The bluebird stays outside now all the time, and yes, he appears to like the aviary! He's certainly 

flying well.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
I just had "Mrs. Matheson, what are superworms?" shouted across the computer lab.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Ha -- like mealworms, but BIGGER! I guess kind of the mealworm version of "superman".   
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Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Are bluebirds related to cardinals? (Nadia) - bluebirds aren't very common in Arizona.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Bluebirds are in the "thrush" family -- so they are actually more closely related to robins! 

Thrushes in general tend to eat the insects and fruits. Cardinals are in a different "family" 

-- and are seed eaters. But both bluebirds and cardinals are "passerines" -- otherwise 

known at the "perching birds". So I guess the answer to your question is yes and no!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Now, for the toad. And just so CN knows, Giselle, Dakota, and Kayla took on the toad, not just 

boys!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Excellent! Good going, girls!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
How is his eyelid doing? How long will it take to heal? When will it be released? (Giselle and 

Alex)   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
The toad's eyelid is healing well; the skin is starting to grow back. It can take amphibians and 

reptiles longer to heal things because they are ectotherms (they control their body 

temperature through outside sources, like the sun). Hopefully she'll will be released in the 

next month or so.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
How big is the toad? How old is it? (Dakota) Does he eat anything besides crickets?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
On average, toads are just under 3 inches long -- this toad seems on the small side. Given that 

females are usually larger than the males, maybe that suggests she’s a younger toad? 

That's just a guess. She’s about 70 grams.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
At the Center, no the toad doesn't eat much besides crickets -- crickets are just the easiest food 

source we have here (maybe she'd eat mealworms, but more often than not they crawl 

underneath the bedding and then toads can't find them). In the wild, they eat all sorts of 

insects and more -- beetles, earthworms, slugs, and snails!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
And some general toad questions: How long do toads live? How many boes does a toad have? 

(Jason) How long is a toad's tongue? (Joan)   
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
I've read a lot of different things on how long toads can live -- some places say about 10 years in 

captivity, some say more than 30 years in captivity -- which seems crazy! In the wild, it's 

a much shorter life expectancy, just because so many animals prey upon them (or they 

run into trouble).   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
As for the bones -- you guys have some tough questions! I looked a photos of a toad's skeleton -- 

to me, it looks like there are about 18 different types of bones -- and of course the total 

number of bones would be more than that (since they have several toes, two front legs, 

two back legs, etc). But many of those bones have the same name as human bones 

(femur, humerus, phalanges).  

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
And I love the tongue question -- I'm actually not sure of the measurement of the tongue, other 

than "pretty long for a toad" to catch those insects -- but the tongue-length may be a little 

deceiving. We humans have tongues that are attached towards the back of our mouths -- 

our tongues help us swallow. In toads, their tongues actually are attached at the front of 

their mouths -- so they can extend out farther. They actually use their eyes to assist with 

swallowing!!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Andrew just asked "What is a slug?"   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Ah, do you guys have slugs in Arizona? We certainly have a lot around here ... they come out at 

night when it's humid. They're in the gastropod class, so related to snails -- but no shell.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Do other body parts grow back on frogs? Are there any other animals that have body parts grow 

back? (Dakota)   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Frogs and toads both have varying degrees of being able to grow back some body parts, but it 

depends on their life stage. Other amphibians, like newts and salamanders can also 

regenerate body parts; so can starfish. Some reptiles can too – like skinks! We see a lot of 

them right around the building here at the Wildlife Center (and we were just talking about 

them last week on the chat). They can regenerate their tail – which is a useful defense 

mechanism if a predator is trying to get them and their tail breaks off to distract the 

predator!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Will a humans' eye dry out if we don't have something covering it?   
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Yes! Eyelids are very important for keeping eyes moist, and for protecting the eye from debris.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:  
This is interesting - my students are on the computers, plugged into the internet. I'm on my 

laptop and wireless so I'm 'hearing' the answers before they show up on my computer. 

LOL   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
They're a quick bunch!   

  

  

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
How is the black bear doing after his surgery?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Doing well! The eye surgery went very well. His remaining eye is just fine -- and the surgical 

site where his other eye was removed is also doing just fine.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
We've talked about the fact that you have been getting alot of bear cubs. Is this normal? Why so 

many cubs coming to WCV?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
It is a little unusual for us to see multiple underweight yearling cubs admitted in a short span of 

time -- some are saying it's because of the poor mast crop in parts of the state (not a good 

year for acorns and other high-calorie foods to help bears get through the winter). Of 

course, the three recent bear yearlings we've seen have all also run into some sort of 

trouble (eye injury ... puncture wounds ... broken leg ...)   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Okay, now for the 'miscellaneous' questions - Ivan wants to know how do you know an animal 

can't see?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Sometimes animals come in with very obvious eye injuries – something has been punctured or 

injured and so we know right away vision has been compromised (so the bear is a good 

example of that). What is trickier though, is figuring out the injuries of an animal that 

doesn’t have anything obvious wrong with its eyes.  

Fortunately we have some good eye equipment, and some very good veterinarians that know 

their eye anatomy – so by looking at all of the parts of the eye, they know when an 

animal may not be able to see (some of our owls are good examples of that – eyes may 

look okay from the outside, but have some injuries on the inside of the eye).   
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Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Theylor was wondering how many patients do you have right now?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
We have about 80 patients right now. Things are getting busier!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Lots of these guys right now:   

  

  
  

Congowings:   

  
  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
We'll ship them to Congo's house when they're big enough!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Have you ever had a white fox? (Orlando)   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Not that I recall -- but they are pretty! I guess by white fox you could mean Arctic fox (which we 

don't see here in VA) or an albino fox -- which I don't think we've ever admitted.   

  

Congowings:   

  
  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Hi Congo!!!   

  

Congowings:   

Hello Mrs. Matheson and students!! Nice to see you! Great questions.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Giselle asked yesterday who was the first ambassador at WCV?   
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Well, while Junior was definitely one of the early ones (he's been with us since 1985, just a 

couple of years after the Center opened), "RT" was the first. One of the first five patients 

the WCV received was a Red-tailed Hawk that had a badly broken wing that couldn’t be 

fixed. She became our first education animal – named RT. I'll have to ask Ed more about 

her.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
We're learning about cells, so we were wondering, do eggs start out as one cell?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Yes, one single cell!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Everybody is waving to you, Congo! (Did you see?)   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Miss Amanda, are you ready for two challenge questions?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Whew, I THINK so ... wait, do you mean these other ones aren't challenging? Toad bones and 

tongues?? :)   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
How do tigers get their colors? I think Ivan is wondering why they are orange and black.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Hmmm ... my best guess would be camouflage -- so they can blend into their environment and 

not be seen!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Here is a 'non-animal' question - this is from John - what do tattoos do to your skin?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Boy, you guys talk about all sorts of things in class ... Well, a tattoo is made by puncturing your 

skin with a needle -- and the needle injects ink into the second (deeper) layer of skin -- 

which makes it permanent.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
We haven't had a chance to check the blog before we started class, since we had P.E., but did the 

RSHA eat any of the mice she got for dinner?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
I actually don't know! I don't believe that any cam watchers saw a successful hunt -- and I 

haven't had time to check in with the rehab staff. They went out late this morning to do 

"pick up" and check.   
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Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
How is Tortuga doing?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Oh, she is good!! I think she and the other chickens are happy with the extra daylight, which 

means they get to come out and run around in the yard now most nights after we get 

home from work. (For everyone else: Tortuga is one of my four chickens -- Mrs. 

Matheson's class named her).   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
We would like to say a huge "THANK YOU" to the Peeps that donated the FTF shirts and 

certificates. It was a wonderful surprise!!   

  

  
  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
You guys look GREAT in your t-shirts!!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
How many are in class with us now?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
We have 790 people right now -- we just had 818 a few minutes ago. Maybe some folks had to 

get back to work!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Now, I know that Mrs. Matheson's class is also working on a writing assignment -- and it sounds 

like they were looking for some insight by having a poll.   

  

Comment:   
Love that picture of your class Mrs. Matheson! We were all happy to help make their wish for a 

FTF NX shirt come true!   

  

Comment:   
Hi Mrs. Matheson and class! Wonderful picture of you all in your FTF shirts!   
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Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
I think that is all our questions for this time. We were wondering if we could ask CN/EN some 

questions about cells (since that's what we're learning in science)   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
I hope they all have on their thinking caps!!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
I hope everyone remembers back to their science lesson days ... do you guys know more or less 

about science than history (the last time they quizzed you)?   

  

Comment:   
Can we get multiple choice? LOL   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
First question: How long does it take a cell to divide?   

  

Comment:   
Ok, already out of my league!   

  

Comment:   
depends on whether it's long division or not *lol*   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Hmmm ... does it depend on the type of cell?   

  

Comment:   
Geez, tough questions!   

  

Comment:   
from 20 minutes to 24 hours?   

  

Comment:   
24 hours or there abouts   

  

Comment:   
A second?   

  

Comment:   
How about one hour?   

  

Comment:   
Depends on what kind of cell (did I effectively skirt the issue?) :)   
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Comment:   
Is the answer the same for all kinds of cells?  

  

Comment:   
Just a guess. Is it 24 hours?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
I like that big range, that seems safe ... 20 minutes to 24 hours.   

  

Comment:   
I want to say 1 day.   

  

Comment:   
one day for human cell   

  

Comment:   
20 mins to 24 hrs.   

  

Comment:   
I vote - as long as it wants to take   

  

Comment:   
Depends on the species   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
it takes one day for a cell to divide. Next question, how long does it take a skin cell to reach the 

surface?   

  

Comment:   
Two weeks? Aren't we growing new skin all the time?   

  

Comment:   
I give!   

  

Comment:   
hmmm not a clue   

  

Comment:   
7 days   

  

Comment:   
I must have been absent on that day of school!   

  

Comment:   
I'm not Googling, just guessing!   
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Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
It takes 30 days to reach the surface (now you know where the tattoo question came from). Third 

question: Do cells need food?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Ah!   

  

Comment:   
Wow--that's a tough one...I am not answering that one because I will get it wrong and I don't 

want to ruin my 1 for 1 record!   

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Yes! They need some sort of energy ...   

  

Comment:   
Carbs and protein   

  

Comment:   
Well, I'll go three for three..... yes they do - just not sure what kind   

  

Comment:   
Yes, they need food because they are living...???   

  

Comment:   
Yes! Everything needs food.   

  

Comment:   
So I was right about my answer: one month! Yoohoo!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Everyone should get that one - Definitely cells need food! Next question-what is the 'brain' of a 

cell called?   

  

Comment:   
The nucleus   

  

Comment:   
Nucleus   

  

Comment:   
nueclous (spelling)   

  

Comment:   
nucleus?   
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Comment:   
nucleus   

  

Comment:   
The nucleus! Did I spell that right?   

  

Comment:   
nucleus?   

  

Comment:   
Nucleus   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Yes, the nucleus. So, what is the jellylike substance in the cell called?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Ooohhhh, what is that stuff called ...   

  

Comment:   
Grape jelly? LOL   

  

Comment:   
it's called the jelly!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Oh, cytoplasm!   

  

Comment:   
J-e-l-l-o!   

  

Comment:   
cytoplasm   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
and it's not Jell-O!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
lol ... you knew where they were going ...   

  

Comment:   
cytoplasm   

  

Comment:   
cytosol   
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Comment:   
cytoplasma   

  

Comment:  
cell goop   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
If Dr. Adam was here, do you think he's say glitter?   

  

Comment:   
plasm   

  

Comment:   
for an old nurse your straining my brain,,,but I love it   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
It's called cytoplasm . And our final question about cells - what is the outer covering of a cell 

called?   

  

Comment:   
membrane?   

  

Comment:   
membrane   

  

Comment:   
cell membrane?   

  

Comment:   
Cell wall   

  

Comment:   
membrane   

  

Comment:   
The membrane   

  

Comment:   
protective membrane   

  

Comment:   
The wrapping? Just kidding. The membrane?   

  

Comment:   
cell wall (did I at least get this one right?)   
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Comment:   
Membrane?   

  

Comment:   
Cytoskeleton   

  

Comment:   
the skin!!!!!!!!!!!   

  

Comment:   
Cell membrane   

  

Comment:   
Amanda - I was DEFINATELY absent on these days from school   

  

Comment:   
ok--did some of CN cheat and Google cell???   

  

Comment:   
I have to go back to work! What was the answer please????   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Sorry, Lydia, I got involved - cell membrane -   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Okay, we'd like some 'input' from EN/CN. We're writing stories this week about the Easter 

Bunny being hurt and being 'rehabilitated' at WCV. He asks an ambassasor to make his 

deliveries for him. Write a story about who he asks and how does the ambassador handle 

the responsibility. So, our question is, who would you think should make deliveries for 

the Easter Bunny?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Ah, fun! Well, based off of some previous discussion, Mrs. Matheson and crew has come up 

with some options ...   

  

Comment:   
I vote for Buttercup!!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
There is a poll up now!   

  

Comment:   
Thelma. She has a pouch. Easier to transport things.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Oooh, GOOD point Polly!   
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Comment:   
would have to be Gus,,,he is a wise ole owl   

  

Comment:   
BUDDY!   

  

Comment:   
It has to be Buddy, he's the ultimate WCV ambassador!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
This is a good poll, class!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
How long will the poll be up, Miss Amanda?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
However long you guys would like! When do you start your assignment? We can certainly leave 

it up for the rest of the day if you want!   

  

Comment:   
Oh, I didn't think about Thelma's pouch. Good point, Polly!   

  

Comment:   
Don't let Squirt feel left out. Squirt needs some votes.   

  

Comment:   
But wouldn't Buttercup, after playing with the deliveries, EAT THEM??   

  

Comment:   
looks to be a close race between Buttercup and Buddy!   

  

Comment:   
Must be Buddy--his big chance to be out in the big world, if only for a special assignment.   

  

Comment:   
Normally I would pick Buddy, but the little owls to help each other is SO sweet!   

  

Comment:   
"Buttercup"!!!! She'll play "peek-a-boo"!!!! lol   

  

Comment:   
It has to be someone who won't eat any of the Easter eggs. Make sure that the Ambassador is full 

when he makes his deliveries.   

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
We started yesterday, no writing today (since Mr. Stein let us borrow his computer time so we 

could do our class). We'll be working on it for two weeks, but how about until Thursday?   
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
That should be just fine -- will give folks plenty of time to vote!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Perhaps Gus can try and get some votes when he's on TV on Thursday.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson & class:   
Okay, time for us to go - we need to finish typing our "Gus in Space"stories. Thanks for 

everything!!!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Thank you guys -- another fun session! Very good questions. Hope you all enjoy your t-shirts!   

  

Comment:  From Genesis Ms.Matheson: 
Gooodbye cn/en THANK YOU Ms.Amanda(:   

  

Comment:  From Alex in A.Z.:  
Good bye critter nation piece   

  

Comment:  From deyvi mrs.matheson: 
good by butter nation   

  

Comment:  From Dakotaa:   
Bye CN, have a great day.! and, Miss Amanda, Thanks for having us it was great.!(:   

  

Comment:  From edgar:  
good bye miss Amanda and cirr   

  

Comment:  From Richard:  
good bye Miss Amanda and critter nation   

  

Comment:  From jose: 
hi my good people thanks for everything   

  

Comment:  From nadia Matheson:  
bye thankyou every one critter nation and have an top of the day to yah!   

  

Comment:  From dog:  
goodbye cretewr naiton we ha d so much fun I love this   

  

Comment:  From john:  
Goodbye Mrs.Amanda Hope you have a Wonderful Day and Dont Let the Door Bite you on the 

Way out..Oh and dont let Gus bite you Too...Oh and Peanut Butter   


